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Student Fraud Rings (E-Fraud Model)


Using this model, which relies on rule-based filters,
we found the following:


Student aid fraud ring activity increased 82
percent from award year (AY) 2009 (18,719
students) to AY 2012 (34,007 students)



A total of over 85,000 recipients, who received
over $874 million in Federal student financial aid,
may have participated in this type of student
aid fraud ring activity.



Appling a statistical model, we estimated that $187
million of this $874 million in Federal student aid
funds was a probable fraud loss.



We have used this model to find more fraud rings
and additional participants in known fraud rings.

State & Local Ranking Model
Methodology of the SLRM


Objective of the
State & Local Ranking Model (SLRM)




Group similar size school districts and rank
them based on weighted scores assigned to
selected risk factors.


Identify ‘evidence of risk’ within
State Educational Agencies and
local school districts.
The SLRM ranking model enhances
audit planning and investigation
resource management.



Groups, risk factors, scores, and weights were
agreed to and determined by the SLRM
Project Team


School districts split into six groups according to
population size.



Risk Factors from six primary sources of data.



Risk factor data transformed into scores ranging
from zero to 100.



Scores weighted by multiplying by 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5.

Ranking on a scoring system within each
group.




Highest score represents the highest risk school
districts in group

States ranked by combining all group
rankings of school districts within each state.

State & Ranking Model (SLRM)

Purchase Card Data Analytics



Objective: Develop an automated system using data analytic techniques to
identify p-card transactions having a high risk of fraud or abuse as well as to assess
and identify emerging risk. More specifically, the system aims to provide an
automated solution that satisfies the defined oversight responsibilities of the OIG.

Assessment Rules/Indicators
Transaction Level










Billing Amount > 3 Standard
Deviation
Billing Amount > Single Purchase
Limit
Closed Account Activities
PayPal & Amazon Transactions
Potential Splits
Prohibited MCCs (merchant
category code)
Questionable MCCs
Transactions with Sales Tax
Weekend/Holiday Transactions

Account Level


Frequency of Purchasing from
Same Vendor




Frequency of Purchasing under
Same MCC




a tool for identifying spending patterns
of cardholders and potential fictitious
vendors.

a tool for identifying spending
patterns of cardholders and
potential “problem” cardholders.

Percentage of Whole Dollar
Transactions


a tool for identifying potential
suspicious & fictitious transactions.

DASHBOARD DRILL DOWN PAGE
In addition to the line chart showing the aggregate spending trend for the 9 rules, within each rule,
users can drill down to see the percentage of number of transaction for each office. Then users can
further drill down within an office to see the accounts and their respective spending amount. Also,
users can select a fiscal year or multiple fiscal years to view. This page does not provide transaction
level data.

TRANSACTION PAGE

User can look up detailed transactions identified under each of the 9 rules by office or all transactions for an office.
The 3 bar charts allow users to compare, within a special rule and timeframe, the ranking of offices in terms of (1) the
number of accounts in an office, (2) the number of transactions in an office, and (3) the billing total in an office.
Users can also drill down to transactions and matching CPSS obligations within an office. Detailed transactions can
be exported out for further analysis.

CARDHOLDER OVERVIEW PAGE
This page provides the percentages of how often, in terms of number of purchases and spending
amount, a cardholder makes purchases (1) from a vendor, (2) from business under the same MCC, and
(3) with whole dollar amount. The results from this page can be used to identify the usage patterns of a
purchase card.

CARDHOLDER ACCOUNT ANALYSIS PAGE
Users can look up a cardholder or multiple cardholders for a fiscal year or multiple fiscal years to
compare the number of transactions, the total billing amount, and spot high dollar transactions
using the dot chart. Users can also export transactions for cardholders selected or transactions
selected on the dot chart
Wildcard
search:
type * and
the last, last
2, last 3, or
last 4 digits
of the
account
number.
The more
digits
entered the
more
precise of
the search
results.

School Summary System (Agile Analytics)
Project Backlog
User Stories…

Priority
#1

As a [Auditor] I want to [identify all Title IV Institutions with a high Cohort Default Rate (CDR) because the
institution may have manipulated the loans in the CDR calculation to be eligible for Pell longer than
otherwise possible.

#2

As a [Auditor] I want to [identify all Title IV Institutions with low First year retention rate because the
institution may not be recruiting students appropriate for its programs.

#3

As a [Auditor] I want to [identify all Title IV Institutions with low

Graduation rates because the institution may not be recruiting

students appropriate for its programs.
#4

As a [Auditor] I want to [identify Proprietary Schools with high 90/10 Revenue Percentages because the
Institution might not be applying the 90/10 calculation rules correctly.

Project Team
Selection
ODAS
Deliverable
CAATs Team
Assessment
Identify Requirements

1-3 Week Sprint
Development / Testing

Project Team
12Acceptance

User Story Case III: Low Graduation Rate (2013 ~14)
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Graduation Rate % in
Ranges
Total 6721

State level
aggregation

School Summary System
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Project Backlog
User Stories…

Priority
#1

As a [Cyber Crime Investigator], I want to [find Internet Protocol (IP) addresses that
are accessing or creating FSA-ID accounts on the PAS System] because we are
identifying loan consolidators who are taking control over their student borrower
accounts and violating the PAS terms and conditions.

#2

As a [Auditor] I want to [identify all Title IV Institutions with low First year retention rate because the institution may
not be recruiting students appropriate for its programs.

#3

As a [Auditor] I want to [identify all Title IV Institutions with low Graduation rates because the institution may not
be recruiting students appropriate for its programs.

#4

As a [Auditor] I want to [identify Proprietary Schools with high 90/10 Revenue Percentages because the
Institution might not be applying the 90/10 calculation rules correctly.

Project Team
Selection
ODAS
Deliverable
CAATs Team
Assessment
Identify Requirements

1-3 Week Sprint
Development / Testing

Project Team
Acceptance

TCD – Shared PAS SSN Count All over the World (2015 to Current)
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India is selected
for Drill Down

TCD - Drill Down - India

Shared PSS SSN Count
Range
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Selected Green Circles for
SSN Count in the range of
10,000 ~ 19,999

Questions?

